1. The daily range of the magnetic declination at any station may I perhaps be regarded as a convenient representative of the magnetic ■ activity of the place. For while a thorough discussion of the diurnal I magnetic changes must embrace along with the declination the two com-I ponents of the force, yet, as regards such daily ranges, the declination I gives results which are not only more prominent but also more easily I procurable and subject to fewer uncertainties than similar ones for the I other two elements.
In estimating the daily range of the magnetic declination, as recorded 1 at the Kew Observatory, I have excluded the disturbed observations, con-I ceiving that by so doing a better indication of the true magnetical activity I of the place would be obtained than by including them, inasmuch as they 1 follow a very different set of laws from that of the wrell-known diurnal I declination-range. The disturbed observations have been separated by 1 the method of Sir E. Sabine, those being rejected as disturbed for whieh I the measurements on the photographic curve are 0*150 inch either above fi or below the mean value for that month and hour, one inch denoting I 22'*04 of angular change. The daily ranges are here given in inches, and I they denote the differences between the greatest and least values of each ■ day's hourly tabulations from the curve, disturbances being excluded.
• I I am indebted to the kindness of the Kew Committee for giving me the I daily ranges herein discussed, extending from the beginning of 1858 to j the end of 1873, thus embracing in all sixteen years' observations. Declination-range. 2. The following Table exhibits mean monthly results of the declina tion-range corresponding to 48 points in the year. I t will afterwards be seen (art. -7) that the declination-range depends amongst other things on the relative position of the sun and moon, and hence to eliminate this inequality I have resorted to monthly means. •325
A. Annual Variation of
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•308 3. I t will be seen from Table I . that while there is a maximum of | 1 declination-range in June about the time of the summer solstice, there are ll also maxima in April and August, and that a behaviour of this kind is ] indicated in each four years' observations. Comparing this result with that 9 embodying the annual variation of temperature-range at Kew (Proc. Hoy. | Soc. 1877, vol. xxv. p. 578), it will be seen that the latter variation has only ; j one maximum in July. Perhaps there is a reference to the equinoxes as well | as to the solstices in the annual variation of the declination-range. A j comparison of the two is exhibited in Figs. IX., X., p. 120 ( 
B. Variations of Long Period.
4. I t is well known that the range of the magnetic declination has a !l long-period variation, apparently connected with the physical state of the I sun's surface. In order to investigate the nature and closeness of this | connexion the following plan has been adopted:-Let us assume as the I most probable hypothesis that the cause which exalts or depresses the mean annual de6lination-range exalts or depresses also in a similar manner the variations of this from one month to another. This is what | would take place if we could imagine the effect to be produced by some influence emanating from the sun, which acted more powerfully on some years than on others, while the variations of this effect due to the sun's position in the ecliptic were also altered in the same proportion. On the whole this is borne out by Table I . Constructing, now, a Table for each year, and for 48 points in each year, and reckoning the mean of the 16 years' ranges for each of these points (as exhibited in the last column of Table I .) equal to 1000, we find in Table II . a series of values exhibiting the proportion between the observed range for any point of any one year, and the mean of the whole 16 years for the same point. For instance, the monthly value corresponding to Feb. (0) 1866 is *3535, while the normal value for the whole 16 years for this point is (by Table I .) -385, and hence the proportional value of the range for Feb. (0) 1866 is 1000 X 3535 = 918. By these means it is believed that the results of Table II . are freed from any recognized inequality, depending either on the month of the vear or on the relative position of the sun and moon.
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Range o f Magnetic Declination. Table I I . require to be further dealt with before they can be made to furnish a curve, bringing out the long-period varia tion of the declination-range. Let us first take for this purpose, as well as for other objects to be afterwards mentioned, a series of values derived from the numbers of Table II ., each representing the mean of 12 conse cutive values of Table I I . These may be termed three-monthly values. Thus, for instance, we have as follows :- Table I II., a series of threemonthly values corresponding to the beginning and middle points of each month. In the next place, by adding together a certain three of these values, we may obtain nine-monthly values. Thus the three-monthly value for March (0), as above, is 983, while that for June (0) is 885, and for Sept. (0) 986 ; the mean of these (being 951) is the nine-monthly value corresponding to June (0). Nine-monthly values have thus been obtained corresponding to the beginnings of each m onth; and finally, by adding these together, two and two, a series of nine-monthly values have been obtained corresponding to the middle points of each month. These are given in Table IV ., and a curve exhibiting them is likewise given in Fig. I I. attached to this paper. Again, the numbers given by Messrs. De La Hue, Stewart, and Loewy in their paper on " Solar Physics " (Phil. Trans. 1870, page 111), exhibiting the spotted area of the sun's visible hemisphere for the years for which we have Kew declination results, have been treated in a manner precisely similar to the above; that is to say, nine-monthly values corresponding to the middle of each month have been obtained. These values are given in Table V ., and a curve exhibiting them is likewise given in Fig. I . (p. 105). 6. If we compare together Figs. I. and I I . (p. 105), it will be seen that there are a good many points in the one curve which we are fairly entitled to identify with corresponding points in the o th e r; of these, and i repre sent the respective maximum and minimum points. There is, however, a fluctuation between d and e on the declination-curve that has no corre sponding fluctuation on the sun-spot curve; while, on the other hand, there are a series of small fluctuations on the sun-spot curve between b and c which have no distinct analogues on the declination-curve. I t will, however, be seen that both of these discordant regions are repre sented by dotted lines on the sun-spot curve; that is to say, they repre sent results derived either wholly or in part from Schwabe's eye-observa tions while the Kew photo-heliograph was not in action.
Again, it will be remarked that each of the corresponding points occurs later in point of time in the declination than in the sun-spot curve. I shall return again to this subject at a future part of this paper.
C. Lunar Annual Variation.
7.
For the purpose of discovering this variation the whole period o observation has been portioned out into lunations, beginning with new moon. Each lunation is divided into eight parts, entitled (0), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7); (0) denoting new, and (4) full moon.
These various lunations thus divided, with the corresponding values of the declination-range, are exhibited in Table VI., the values of which have been obtained by a method of treatment precisely similar to that adopted for the Kew temperature-ranges, and described in a previous paper (Proc. Boy. Soc. 1877, vol. xxv. p. 581). a series which presents the appearance of a double period with maxima about new and full moon. A similar result has been obtained for Lisbon by Senhor Capello, Director of the observatory there (' Annals of the Obser vatory,' 1876), who finds that the declination-ranges, or rather the differ ences of the declination at 8 a.m. and at 2 p .m., obey a law similar to that stated above. I t may likewise be remarked (as was done in the corresponding dis cussion of temperate-ranges) that the sum of the four left-hand numbers is larger than that of the four right-hand numbers-the former being 2*029, while the latter is 2*017. D. Semiannual Lunar .
9.
If we now make use of the lunations corresponding to the si months of which the middle point is the winter solstice, employing for this purpose lunations 1-2, 9-15, 22-27, 34-39, 47-52, 59-64, 71-76, 84-89, 96-101, 108-114, 121-126, 133-138, 146-151, 158-163, 170-175, 183-188, 195-197 (in But before making use of these numbers we must apply to them a small correction. Por it is possible that the sum of the various newmoon observations for any six winter months, inasmuch as they occur at dates preceding those of the corresponding full-moon observations, or observations for other phases, may be affected differently from the latter by the annual variation indicated in Table I . A correction on this account ias therefore been obtained from Table L , and when applied to (B) we ibtain the following re s u lt:->hase of lunation...
(0) (1) (2) (3 (4) (5) (6)
S e fra lg e 11! .^} ' W * 4*2 '4l6 * 4°9 '4°2 '4°9 Series (C) is represented in Fig. X I. (p. 120) . 10. I f we now make use of the observations corresponding to the six nonths grouped around the summer solstice (100 in all), we obtain the following results :-
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Range o f Magnetic Declination. and if we apply to this a residual correction analogous to that applied to (B), we obtain as follows:-
(4) (5)
Corrected value of 1 . g2Q summer range. J
In series (E) we have well-marked maxima corresponding to new and to full moon.
E. Variations which seem to depend on Planetary Configurations.

11.
From art. 6 we may conclude th at the connexion between solar spotted areas and declination-ranges is an intimate one. Now Messrs. De La Hue, Stewart, and Loewy, in a paper already quoted (Phil. Traps. 1870), have shown that the amount of spotted area of the sun's surface exhibits a reference to the chief planetary configurations. I t becomes, therefore, a question of interest to ask whether declination-ranges exhibit a reference of the same kind*.
In order to reply to this I have selected those configurations which occur most frequently, and which might therefore be supposed to be suffi ciently well indicated by sixteen years' observations. These are, (a) the period of conjunction of Venus and Mercury, (/3) the solar period of Mercury, (y) the period of conjunction of Venus and Jupiter.
In the next place, three-monthly values for every week have been con structed after the manner indicated in Table I I I . Now inasmuch as the periods of the three configurations already alluded to are not very far different from three months, we may imagine that these three-monthly values are to a great extent free from any inequality depending on these periods. The differences between the monthly and the three-monthly values will, however, exhibit any such inequality as may exist. These * Mr. C. Chambers, of the Bombay Observatory, has discussed the question as to whether certain other magnetic elements have a reference of this kind (Phil. Trans.
1875, p. 361).
I 2 differences, slightly equalized, are therefore made to form the ordinates of a curve of which the time is the abscissa, and we may expect to derive from such a curve materials for determining whether there be any inequality in the declination-range due to such configurations. The method employed in plotting this curve will be understood from the fol lowing example:- Table V 12.
W ith regard to the first configuration mentioned (the period o conjunction of Venus and Mercury), these observations embrace 39 periods in a ll; and summing up the ordinates of the curve corresponding to each 30 degrees of angular separation for the various 39 periods, precisely after the manner employed in the paper on Solar Physics already referred to, we obtain the following resu lt:- In Pigs. I I I . and IV. (p. 105) the sun-spot and the declination-curve for this configuration are exhibited together.' I t will be noticed that there is a very striking likeness between the two, the declination-curve, however, lagging behind the other in point of time, as might be expected from art. 6.
13. Next with regard to the second configuration (the solar period of Mercury), the results are so decided that half the declination observations are sufficient to give a tolerably good value. This will be seen from the following Table: - In Pigs. Y. and Y I. the supposed inequalities due to this period are compared together for spotted solar area and declination-range. I t will be observed that the latter lags visibly behind the former in point of time.
14. Let us, in the last place, consider the period of the conjunction of Jupiter and Mercury. In this case, as in the previous one, the inequality is so well marked that the observations may be split into two series; this will be seen from the following Table : - In Figs. V II. and V III. the supposed inequalities due to the above period are compared together for solar spotted area and declination-range. It will be noticed that the latter lags visibly behind the former in point of time.
E. Remarks on the supposed relations between Solar spotted
, Declination-ranges, and Temperature-ranges. 15. A few remarks on this subject will not be considered unallowable if the object be not so much to introduce a final theory as to suggest a working hypothesis which, while not inconsistent with any well-esta blished fact, may perhaps serve to direct future inquiry.
In the first place, we may conclude, as the result of the comparison of Figs. I. and II., that the connexion between spotted areas and declinationranges is of an intimate nature, the smaller inequalities of the one being reproduced in the other with modifications.
16. In the next place, it seems almost certain that sun-spots are not the chief cause of magnetic action. Mr. Broun, in a recent paper " On the Decennial Period in the Range and Disturbance of the Diurnal Oscil lations of the Magnetic Needle and in Sun-spot area" (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. 1876), has made a remark similar to the above, founding it upon the fact that sun-spots appear only when the magnetic action exceeds a given value.
17. Nevertheless it is most probable that magnetic activity is some how caused by the sun, depending perhaps on the physical state of his surface, while sun-spots give us only a rough mode of estimating this physical state, just as rainfall might in estimating the climate of a placed For it will be seen that the effect of the sun upon magnetic range bears all the appearances of being due to an influence emanating from our luminary. For just as the maxima of yearly and daily temperature lag behind the corresponding maxima of solar heat influence, so do the maxima and minima of declination-range lag behind the corresponding maxima and minima in the solar curve, while the same lagging behind appears in the curves, denoting the supposed influence of the planets on the state of the solar surface and (through it ?) on the magnetic range.
18. Again, we may probably imagine that sun-spots give us a roughly true indication of solar activity; for if this were not so it would be difficult to account for the striking likeness between the sun-spot plane tary curves and the declination-range planetary curves. That the sun«j spots afford but a rough indication of the physical state of the sun will of course be gathered from the fact that the sun is influential both in meteo rology and magnetism when there are no spots; and the same conclusion appears to be supported by the fact that the planetary inequalities appear • to be more pronounced when derived from declination-ranges than when derived from sun-spots.
19. There seems, however, to be something more than th is ; there appears to be in the march of the declination-range from year to year (Fig. H .) traces of a force which prevents this range from being strictly comparable with that of sun-spots. I t will be seen that after the date of p ec u lia rity a (Figs. I. and II.) the sun-spot curve marches rapidly up, while the declination-range curve does not so m ount; also, after the maximum b, the sun-spot curve falls more rapidly than the declination-curve. Similar remarks will apply to other points ; in fine we have grounds for supposing the declination-range to be acted upon by some other influence than one so represented by sun-spots as to follow their increase and diminution. Mr. J. A. Broun, in a series of interesting investigations, has indicated the probability that there is an influence of this nature ; and it may fairly be said that the results of this paper are at least consistent with such an hypothesis.
20. I would next remark that the hypothesis asserting a connexion of some kind between magnetical and meteorological phenomena appears to be borne out by the results of this paper *. I t will be noticed from Figs. X I., X II. (p. 120), that there is a striking likeness between the winter lunar variation for the declination and temperature ranges. There is also a likeness between the summer lunar variation for these two elements, not so striking to the eye, but which will nevertheless be seen from the following comparison:-Phase of lunation.,.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Both of these, the first imperfectly and the latter fully, exhibit maxima at or near new and full moon. Again, while on the whole there is a like ness between the curves representing the annual variation for these two elements, yet there is also a dissimilarity, inasmuch as the declinationcurve (Fig. IX .) has apparently a strong reference to the equinoxes, which is absent, or nearly so, in the temperature-curve. But it may be taken for granted that if there be a connexion between magnetism and meteorology, it certainly cannot be of such a nature that all the meteorological pecu liarities of a place are reproduced in its magnetic phenomena, for all observation is against a connexion of this description. Indeed any hypo thesis of a connexion between these two must, in order to be consistent with facts, assume that the magnet averages things so as to be free, in a great measure if not completely, from local peculiarities. * Mr. Baxendell, of Manchester, was the-first to direct attention to this subject in a paper " On a Diurnal Inequality in the Direction and Velocity'of the W ind," appa rently connected with the daily changes of magnetic declination. See Memoirs of the Lit. and Phil. Society of Manchester, vol. iv. ser. 3, p. 210.
The results of this paper appear to be consistent with such an hypo thesis when so modified.
